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Overview
CyberTools recently analyzed call number processing and found some potential
issues. For example, a cataloger in a union catalog could import a MARC bib
that already exists in the catalog and thus wipe out other catalogs’ call numbers.
To prevent problems CyberTools enhanced the software and modified many
MARC bibs and their items.  

This document will first review the original call number process control, and then
enumerate the changes. There should be no impact to you when importing a
MARC bib, and little impact when editing a MARC bib.

Original Call Number Process Control
Each catalog manages a list of MARC tags that determine a bib's call number.
For example, a typical health science library will have this list:

099   Local Unspecified Call Number  (R)
096   Local NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE CALL NUMBER (R)
060   NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE CALL NUMBER (R)
090   Local LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER (R)
050   LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER (R)

A non-health science collection often uses these tags:

099   Local Unspecified Call Number (R)
090   Local LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER (R)
050   LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER (R)

CyberTools employs the OCLC call number controls. The software checks if a
bib has the first tag on the list. If the bib has more than one of the same tag (for
example, the bib has two occurrences of 096), then the software selects the last
occurrence. Conversely, if the tag is not present, then the software tries the
remaining tags on the list. If no tags match, then the software assigns the call
number ZZZZZ to the bib (not an OCLC rule). 



For example, given the common health science tag list displayed above, and
given the following MARC bib tags:

050 00 $a RC46 $b .H333 2005
060 10 $a WB 115 $b H322 2005
082 00 $a 616 $2 22
090 ## $a RC46 HAR 2005
092 ## $a 616.22 2005
096 ## $a WB 115 HK 2005
096 ## $a WB 115 HAR 2005

then the call number is WB 115 HAR 2005.

Enhancements
CyberTools has added these additional steps which should be transparent to
you; your work flow should not change, and you might not even notice these
changes.

1. CyberTools now removes all unused 09X call numbers at the end of the
import but prior to any editing. The software also removes unused 09X call
numbers after an edit session with the Brief Bib Editor or MARC Editor (the Brief
Bib Editor has done this for two years). For example, if you have a 090 and you
subsequently add a 099, and if no other catalog is using the 090 then the
software automatically removes the 090. Otherwise 090 would be a meaningless
(and possibly confusing) remnant.

2. If you import a bib that is already in the catalog with option OVERLAY,
then the software copies the catalog's old existing call number(s) back into
the newly imported bib. This is to prevent losing call numbers in a union
catalog. 

3. Once the bib's call number is determined, then that tag is stamped with a
subfield 9 value of the catalog's short name.  This short name is found via
Properties->Library Name, Address, Phone, etc->field Catalog Short Name.
Non-union catalogs typically have the Catalog Short Name LIBRARY. In the call
number tag, CyberTools refers to the subfield 9 as the CyberTools Catalog
Identifier. Note that the Brief Bib Editor has done this for two years.

4. When you use the MARC Editor to copy a call number tag, then the target
tag is stripped of all the CyberTools Catalog Identifiers. If you later edit this
new tag and add a subfield 9 CyberTools Catalog Identifier, then the software
automatically removes the CyberTools Catalog Identifier from the old originating
tag.



5. Duplicate call numbers within a bib are removed.  For example:

050 00 $a TS543.U6 $b B27
090 00 $a TS543 U6 B27 $9 LIBRARY

Is converted to:

050 00 $a TS543.U6 $b B27 $9 LIBRARY

The Catalog Defaults formatting rules make this 090 unnecessary.

6. If your library is part of a union catalog, then an item’s call number field
is now mandatory (except for serial items). This step might create additional
work for some libraries; for example, if you want to change an old bib's existing
call number then you might need to change the call number in the bib and the
items.

7. MARC Editing of a 09X tag now requires a subfield 9 CyberTools Catalog
Identifier. If you forget to add it, the software will prompt you to allow it to add
the CyberTools Catalog Identifier.  

8. The MARC Bib Tags Call Number List is now deactivated in union
catalogs.  If you need a change then please contact
Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com.  

CyberTools updated all catalogs accordingly:

A. All unused 09X call numbers have been removed.

B. All duplicate call numbers have been removed.

C. Each bib should have one tag per catalog with subfield 9 CyberTools
Catalog Identifier. If a bib does not then it probably has an undetermined call
number, e.g., ZZZZZ,

D. In union catalogs, if an item lacked its own call number value then the
correct catalog call number was copied to the items' call number field.



Special Note:
The subfield 9 CyberTools Catalog Identifier gives the flexibility to assign a call
number out of the call number control order. Given that the following MARC bib
is imported into a health science collection:

050 00 $a RC46 $b .H333 2005
060 10 $a WB 115 $b H322 2005
082 00 $a 616 $2 22
090 ## $a RC46 HAR 2005
092 ## $a 616.22 2005
096 ## $a WB 115 HK 2005
096 ## $a WB 115 HAR 2005

Then the import process returns:

050 00 $a RC46 $b .H333 2005
060 10 $a WB 115 $b H322 2005
082 00 $a 616 $2 22
096 ## $a WB 115 HAR 2005 $9 LIBRARY

If the cataloger adds a subfield 9 value of LIBRARY to tag 050, the result is:

050 00 $a RC46 $b .H333 2005 $9 LIBRARY
060 10 $a WB 115 $b H322 2005
082 00 $a 616 $2 22

i.e., the 096 is automatically removed, and the 060 doesn't need to be removed
for the 050 to be used.

In the old method, the cataloger would have had to manually remove all 09X tags
and the 060 tag.


